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The study of the production of Mueller-Navelet jets at hadron colliders, characterized as two
forward jets separated by a large interval of rapidity, is known to be one of the best possible tests
of the high energy dynamics of QCD. We analyze this process within a complete next-to-leading
logarithm framework à la BFKL. In addition, we use the Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie procedure,
here extended to the perturbative Regge dynamics, to fix the renormalization scale to its optimal
value. The obtained results provide a very good description of the recent CMS data at the LHC
for the azimuthal correlations of the jets.
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1. Introduction

2. Basic formulas
The differential cross-section for the production of two jets of transverse momenta kJ,1 , kJ,2
and rapidities yJ,1 , yJ,2 is
dσ
=∑
d|kJ,1 | d|kJ,2 | dyJ,1 dyJ,2
a,b

Z 1
0

dx1

Z 1
0

dx2 fa (x1 ) fb (x2 )

dσ̂ab
,
d|kJ,1 | d|kJ,2 | dyJ,1 dyJ,2

(2.1)

where fa,b are the usual collinear partonic distributions. In the BFKL framework, the partonic
cross-section reads
dσ̂ab
=
d|kJ,1 | d|kJ,2 | dyJ,1 dyJ,2

Z

dφJ,1 dφJ,2

Z

d2 k1 d2 k2 Va (−k1 , x1 ) G(k1 , k2 , ŝ)Vb (k2 , x2 ),

(2.2)

where Va,b and G are respectively the jet vertices and the Green’s function. Besides the crosssection, the azimuthal correlation is of interest [17, 18]. Denoting φJ,1 , φJ,2 the azimuthal angles
of the two jets, and defining the relative azimuthal angle ϕ such that ϕ = 0 corresponds to the
back-to-back configuration, the moments of this distribution read

with


Cn
hcos(nϕ )i ≡ hcos n(φJ,1 − φJ,2 − π ) i =
,
C0
C0 =

dσ
,
d|kJ,1 | d|kJ,2 | dyJ,1 dyJ,2
2

(2.3)

(2.4)
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The high energy dynamics of QCD, described by the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL)
approach [1, 2, 3, 4], have been much studied since four decades. One of the most promising
processes is the production of two forward jets separated by a large interval of rapidity at hadron
colliders, as proposed by Mueller and Navelet [5]. We here report on our study of this process in a
next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) BFKL approach, which we confront with the most recent LHC
data extracted by the CMS collaboration for the azimuthal correlations of these jets [6], obtaining
a very satisfactory description within this framework.
Two main building blocks are involved in the BFKL treatment: the jet vertex, which describes
the transition from an incoming parton to a jet, and the Green’s function, which describes the
pomeron exchange between the vertices. A complete NLL BFKL analysis of Mueller-Navelet jets,
including the NLL corrections both to the Green’s function [7, 8] and to the jet vertex [9, 10],
showed that the NLL corrections to the jet vertex have a very large effect, leading to a lower
cross section and a much larger azimuthal correlation [11]. Furthermore, this study showed that
the results were very dependent on the choice of the scales, especially the renormalization scale
µR and the factorization scale µF , a fact which remains true when using realistic kinematical cuts
for LHC experiments [12]. A way to include higher order contributions in order to reduce this
dependency, in a physically motivated way, was proposed by Brodsky, Lepage and Mackenzie
(BLM) [13]. We adhere to this procedure which allows to fix the renormalization scale, adapted
here to the resummed perturbation theory à la BFKL [14, 15]. Details can be found in ref. [16]. We
also discuss the relevance of energy-momentum conservation in our NLL BFKL treatment.
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and
Cn = (4 − 3δn,0 )

Z

∗
dν Cn,ν (|kJ,1 |, xJ,1 )Cn,
ν (|kJ,2 |, xJ,2 )



ŝ
s0

ω (n,ν )

.

(2.5)

The coefficients Cn,ν are given by
Cn,ν (|kJ |, xJ ) =
where

Z

dφJ d2 k dx f (x)V (k, x)En,ν (k) cos(nφJ ) ,

(2.7)

At leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy, the jet vertex reads

xJ 
αs CA/F 
(0)
1
−
Va (k, x) = Va (k, x) = √
δ
|kJ |δ (2) (k − kJ ) ,
2
k
x
2

(2.8)

where CA = Nc = 3 corresponds to the case of incoming gluon and CF = (Nc2 − 1)/(2Nc ) = 4/3
corresponds to the case of incoming quark. The expressions of the next-to-leading order (NLO)
corrections to Va [9, 10], which have been recently reobtained using various methods in refs. [19,
20, 21], can be found in ref. [11]. They have been computed in the limit of small cone jets in
ref. [22] and used in refs. [23, 24]. The LL BFKL trajectory reads




1
n
n
ω (n, ν ) = ᾱs χ0 |n|, + iν , χ0 (n, γ ) = 2Ψ(1) − Ψ γ +
−Ψ 1−γ +
,
(2.9)
2
2
2
where ᾱs = Nc αs /π , while at NLL, it is modified as [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]






 
|kJ,1 | · |kJ,2 |
π b0
1
1
1
2
ω (n, ν ) = ᾱs χ0 |n|, + iν + ᾱs χ1 |n|, + iν −
χ0 |n|, + iν ln
,
2
2
Nc
2
µR2
(2.10)
where b0 = β0 /(4π ) with β0 = (11Nc − 2N f )/3, N f being the number of flavors. The expression
for χ1 , which was derived in refs. [25, 26], can be found in eq. (2.17) of ref. [12]. As stated in
the Introduction, it was observed that, even at NLL accuracy, several observables depend strongly
on the choice of the scales, and in particular the renormalization scale µR . A way to reduce this
dependency is to use an optimization procedure to fix the renormalization scale. The BLM procedure [13], which we use, is a way of absorbing the non conformal terms of the perturbative series
in a redefinition of the coupling constant, to improve the convergence of the perturbative series.
Note that the BLM procedure was later extended to all orders, leading to the principle of maximal
conformality (PMC) [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. The first practical implementation of the
BLM procedure in the context of BFKL was performed in refs. [14, 15]. Here the authors argued
that, when dealing with BFKL calculations, the BLM procedure is more conveniently applied in
a physical renormalization scheme like the MOM scheme instead of the usual MS scheme. This
method was followed in refs. [39, 40, 41]. The observables we have introduced previously in the
MS scheme can be obtained in the MOM scheme using [42, 43]


TMOM
αMS = αMOM 1 + αMOM
,
(2.11)
π
3
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iν − 21 inφ
1
En,ν (k) = √ k2
e .
π 2

(2.6)
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β

con f
,
where TMOM = TMOM + TMOM
con f
TMOM

β

TMOM





3
1 3
1
Nc 17
2
I + (I − 1) ξ + 1 − I ξ − ξ ,
=
8 2
2
3
6


2
β0
1+ I ,
=−
2
3

(2.12)

R

2
µR,BLM





1
2
5
= |kJ,1 | · |kJ,2 | exp χ0 (n, γ ) − + 2 1 + I .
2
3
3

(2.13)

3. Results: symmetric configuration
In this section we compare our results with the measurement performed by the CMS collaboration on the azimuthal correlations of Mueller-Navelet jets at the LHC at a center of mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV [6]. For this we consider two jets with transverse momenta larger than 35 GeV and
rapidities lower than 4.7. We use the anti-kt jet algorithm [44] with a size parameter R = 0.5 and
the MSTW 2008 [45] parametrization for the parton distribution functions. On the plots we show
the CMS data (black dots with error bars), the NLL BFKL result using the “natural” scale choice
p
µR = |kJ,1 | · |kJ,2 | (solid black line) and the NLL BFKL results using the BLM scale setting (gray
error band). The gray error band for this second treatment corresponds to the typical theoretical
uncertainty when practically implementing the BLM procedure.
We first show results for the angular correlations hcos ϕ i and hcos 2ϕ i as a function of Y on
fig. 1 (L) and (R) respectively. The conclusion for these two observables is the same: using the
“natural” scale choice, the NLL BFKL calculation predicts a too strong correlation. After using the
BLM procedure to fix the renormalization scale, the agreement with the data becomes much better.
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Figure 1: Left: Variation of hcos ϕ i as a function of Y at NLL accuracy compared with CMS data. Right:
Variation of hcos 2ϕ i as a function of Y at NLL accuracy compared with CMS data.
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where I = −2 01 dx ln(x)/[x2 − x + 1] ≃ 2.3439 and ξ is a gauge parameter. After performing
the transition to the MOM scheme, one should then choose the renormalization scale to make the
β0 -dependent part vanish. In the present case, this is achieved with
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Figure 2: Left: Azimuthal distribution at NLL accuracy compared with CMS data. Right: Variation of
hcos 2ϕ i/hcos ϕ i as a function of Y at NLL accuracy compared with CMS data.

This improvement due to the BLM procedure can also be seen from fig. 2 (L), where we show
the azimuthal distribution of the jets σ1 ddσϕ , which can be expressed as
1
1 dσ
=
σ dϕ
2π

(

∞

)

1 + 2 ∑ cos (nϕ ) hcos (nϕ )i .
n=1

(3.1)

On the other hand, as was already observed both at LL and NLL accuracy [28, 29, 30, 11, 12],
ratios of the kind hcos mϕ i/hcos nϕ i with n 6= 0 are much more stable with respect to the scales than
individual moments hcos nϕ i and therefore are almost not affected by the BLM procedure. This
is shown on fig. 2 (R) for hcos 2ϕ i/hcos ϕ i, where we see that the good agreement with the data
obtained when using the “natural” scale choice is still present after applying the BLM procedure.

4. Results: asymmetric configuration
The configuration chosen by the CMS collaboration in ref. [6] does not allow to perform a
comparison with a fixed order calculation since these calculation are unstable when the lower cut
on the transverse momenta of both jets is the same [46, 47]. Nevertheless, comparing the agreement
of a fixed order calculation and of a BFKL one with data would be very useful to study the need to
take into account resummation effects at high energy. In this section, we will compare these two
approaches in a slightly different configuration, where the lower cut on the transverse momenta of
the jets is not the same. In practice, we use the same cuts as in the previous section but we add the
requirement that the transverse momentum of at least one jets is larger than 50 GeV. A fixed order
calculation should give trustable results with these cuts, which could be easily implemented by
experimental collaborations. As we have discussed in the previous section, the quantities hcos nϕ i
are not very stable even at NLL accuracy in the BFKL approach, therefore the comparison with a
fixed order calculation for these observables would not be very meaningful. On the contrary, we
have seen that the observable hcos 2ϕ i/hcos ϕ i is more stable in the BFKL approach. On fig. 3, we
show the comparison of the NLL BFKL calculation with the results obtained with the NLO fixed
5
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Figure 3: Variation of hcos 2ϕ i/hcos ϕ i as a function of Y at NLL accuracy compared with a fixed order
treatment.

order code D IJET [48]. We see that there is a sizable difference between the two treatments over a
large Y range.

5. Energy-momentum conservation
Even if the above discussed asymmetric configuration is needed to obtain trustable results in
the fixed order approach, this could be problematic for the BFKL calculation because of the issue
of energy-momentum conservation. This is a formally sub-leading effect in the BFKL approach,
but it was suggested that these effects could be numerically important, at least at LL accuracy. In
particular, the authors of ref. [49] proposed to evaluate the importance of this effect by comparing
the results of an exact O(αs3 ) calculation with the BFKL result, expanded in powers of αs and
truncated to order αs3 . They found that a LL BFKL calculation strongly overestimates the cross
section with respect to an exact calculation as long as the two jets transverse momenta are not very
similar (which is the case in the asymmetric configuration discussed in the previous section). In the
same spirit, a study with LO vertices and NLL Green’s function was performed in ref. [50]. Here
we will follow the same approach, but we will also include NLO corrections to the jet vertices to
see if they lead to a less severe violation of energy-momentum conservation [51]. In details, the
authors of ref. [49] introduced an effective rapidity Yeff as
Yeff ≡ Y

Cm2→3
BFKL,O(αs3 )

.

(5.1)

Cm

where Cm2→3 is the exact O(αs3 ) results obtained by studying the reaction gg → ggg, while
BFKL,O(α 3 )

s
Cm
is the BFKL result expanded in powers of αs and truncated to order O(αs3 ). The
definition of the effective rapidity (5.1) is motivated by the observation that if one replaces Y by
Yeff in the BFKL calculation, expands in powers of αs and truncates to order αs3 , the exact result is
recovered. Thus the use of Yeff instead of Y in the BFKL expression can correct in an effective way
the potentially too strong assumptions made in a BFKL calculation while preserving the additional
emissions of gluons specific to this approach. The value of Yeff is an indication of how valid the
BFKL approximation is: a value close to Y means that this approximation is valid, whereas a value
significantly different from Y means that it is a too strong assumption in the kinematics under study.

6
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Figure 4: Variation of Yeff /Y as defined in eq. (5.1) as a function of kJ,2 at fixed kJ,1 = 35 GeV for Y = 8
√
and s = 7 TeV at leading logarithmic (blue) and next-to-leading logarithmic (brown) accuracy.

On fig. 4 we show the values obtained for Yeff as a function of kJ,2 for fixed kJ,1 = 35 GeV
√
at a center of mass energy s = 7 TeV and for a rapidity separation Y = 8, in the LL and NLL
approximation. We see that, as found in ref. [49], the LL calculation strongly overestimates the
cross section when the transverse momenta of the jets are not very similar. This is no longer the
case at NLL accuracy: now, when the transverse momenta of the jets are significantly different (as
needed to obtain trustable results in the fixed order approach), the effective rapidity is very close to
Y meaning that the violation of energy-momentum should be much less severe at NLL accuracy.

6. Conclusions
We have studied the azimuthal correlations of Mueller-Navelet jets and compared the predictions of a full NLL BFKL calculation with data taken at the LHC. We have shown that the use of
the BLM procedure to fix the renormalization scale leads to a very good agreement with the data,
p
which is much more satisfactory than when using the ’natural’ value |kJ,1 | · |kJ,2 |. We also studied the effect of the absence of strict energy-momentum conservation in a BFKL calculation, and
showed that for significantly different values of transverse momenta of the tagged jets this effect is
expected to be tiny at NLL accuracy.
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